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Angelika Malinar

"Following one's desire" (kämacära):
On a Characterisation of Freedom in Vedic
Literature and the Mahäbhärata

Abstract: The compound kämacära is in Vedic literature connected to ideas of
freedom which are different from the well-known ones often associated with
immovability and changelessness as the characteristic features of the "self" (ätman)
or the "absolute" (brahman), and of "liberation" (mok?a, mukti) as a state beyond
pleasure and desire. It rather refers to a semantic register of freedom which is

used in order to describe states of independence and liberty obtained in the

after-life in which immortality is defined not as freedom "from", but as freedom

"to". Correspondingly, kämacära is used in connection with notions of autonomy
expressed by the words svatantra or svatantratä (independence) and svaräj
(self-rule), and not with the semantics of mukti and moksa, the terms frequently
used for the freedom that accrues through "liberation" or "release" from worldly
existence. New ascetic teachings on the extinction of all desire as well as new
interpretations of ritual action and individual agency (karman) did not result in

completely removing the idea of a state of "following one's desire" from the spectrum

of salvific ideas, but rather in its being reinterpreted vis-ä-vis "higher" goals.
While the speculations about the freedom to be obtained in future existences are
in some Vedic texts intrinsically connected with notions of the "self" (ätman) and
the realm of brahman, they become in the Mahäbhärata features of particular
regions and agents. Furthermore, kämacära becomes a topic in negotiating gender,
and more specifically, marital relations and is made a characteristic feature of
times and places in which laws of possession do not rule social relationships.
The analysis of the occurrences of the compound in Vedic literature and the epic
aims at tracing semantic shifts and changing referential frameworks of meaning.
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Although occasionally noticed in studies on Vedic literature, the occurrences and

implications of the expression kämacära have not been analyzed in detail. The

compound occurs, in particular, in contexts which deal with a state of freedom

that allows one to do what one wants and to move around freely. Correspondingly,

English translations usually accentuate either the "movement" aspect,
such as in "moving freely" or "complete freedom of movement", or the "freedom"

aspect, as in "following one's own desires" or "complete freedom". Both aspects

converge quite nicely in the German rendering "Wandeln nach Wunsch".1 The

compound is frequently used in order to qualify a state of freedom in positive
terms, that is, not as freedom "from", but as freedom "to". In the following, the

usage of kämacära and the ideas of freedom associated with it shall be traced in
Vedic and epic literature. This may yield some insight into the ways in which the

relationship between the affirmation of the pursuit of desire and pleasure (käma)

in the older Vedic literature and its general rejection in the evolving ascetic

discourse is negotiated in the these texts. The compound kämacära occurs in texts
concerned with "higher" forms of existence - such texts both precede as well as

follow formulations of doctrines postulating the termination of karman and
käma. While the speculations about the freedom to be obtained in future
existences are in some Vedic texts intrinsically connected with notions of the "self"
(ätman) and the realm of brahman, the idea of kämacära becomes in epic literature

a feature of particular cosmic regions and is connected to the discourse on
the freedom of women and thus to issues of gender.

1 Kämacära in the Brähmanas: Free movement in

the afterlife

The point of departure of this particular idea of freedom which connects following

one's pleasure with free movement can be seen in the intense concern for

fulfilling desire that is ingrained in the Vedic ritual tradition. In one of the hymns
to Soma in which this concern is formulated, we find the expression anukämam

caranam which can be seen as the precursor of the compound kämacära.2 In

Rgveda 9.113.9 Soma is asked to make the sacrificer immortal in the "highest
firmament" where one moves freely (yatränukämam caranam): "Where one can

move following one's desire in the three-vaulted, three-heavened [place] of

1 In later texts the compound is also used in the sense of hedonistic, selfish behaviour (see

below).
2 See Horsch 1971:144, note 57.
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heaven, where there are worlds filled with light, 0 drop, flow around for Indra."3
The passage to the other world is envisioned as obtaining an immortality characterized

by free movement, fulfilment of all desires and happiness. This is again
stated at the end of the hymn: "Where joys and delights, elations and exaltations

dwell, where the desires of desire are obtained, there make me immortal, 0 drop,
flow around for Indra."4

This depiction of a state of immortality connected to the idea of anukämam

caranam and to the fulfilment of the "desires of desire" persists in later Vedic

texts, which contain also the earliest occurrences of the compound kämacära.
Some attention has been given by scholars to a passage in the Jaiminiya-
Upani$ad-Brähmana (JUB) which describes how a (deceased) sacrificer meets the

different Vedic gods in their heavenly abodes. In moving from one region to the

next, he receives from each god what he had sacrificed to him. He then asks the

god to bring him to the next region.5 When he reaches the moon (the abode of the

ancestors), he asks to be brought to the world of brahman, but instead he is
returned to the sun, who dispatches him again to the moon. At this point the following

explanation is given: "He thus wanders to and fro between these divinities.
This is the end (anta). There is no carrying forth from beyond this [limit]. And all
the worlds beyond (i.e. that came before) this [limit] of which we have spoken,
they are all obtained, they are all conquered, in all of them there is unrestricted

movement for him who knows thus. If he should wish: 'May I be born here again',
on whatever family he might fix his thoughts, be it a Brähman-family, be it a royal
family, into that he is born. He keeps on ascending to this world fore-knowing."6

3 yätränukämäm cäranam trinäke tridive diväh / lokä yätra jyöti?mantas tätra mäm amrtam krdhi

indräyendo pari srava /9.113.9/ (tr. Jamison & Brereton 2014, Vol. 3:1366).
4 yätränandas ca mödäs ca müdah pramüda äsate / kämasya yäträptah kämäs tätra mäm

amrtarp krdhi indräyendo päri srava //9.113.11/ (tr. Jamison & Brereton 2014, Vol. 3:1366).
5 There are several depictions of such journeys through the yonder-worlds, such as, in the

Kausitaki-Upani?ad, wherein the passage is connected to knowledge-tests; see Thieme 1971.

Related to this idea of roaming in the afterlife is the circular movement through the "wheel of
sacrifice", describing the return of the "deceased" to the human world. Both models are based on
the idea that upon death the individual is transformed into a sacrificial offering and thus some
(often unspecified) part of him or her continues to exist.
6 sa eva te devate anusarpcarati /2// e?o 'nto 'tah parah ta praväho nästi/yän u käms cätah präco
lokän abhyavädi$ma te sarva äptä bhavanti te jitäs te$v asya sarve$u kämacäro bhavati ya evam
veda I3H sa yadi kämayeta punar ihäjäyeyeti yasmin kule 'bhidhyäyed yadi brähmanakule yadi
räjakule tasminn äjäyate/sa etam eva lokam punah prajänann abhyärohann eti /4// JUB 3.28.2-4;
tr. Oertel 1896:188.
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The precondition for obtaining kämacära is "knowing thus",7 which apparently

refers to knowing the "end" (anta) of the worlds as well as all the worlds
that come before it. Oertel's translation of asya kämacäro bhavati evam veda

("there is unrestricted movement for him who knows") stresses one important
connotation of kämacära, the freedom of movement. It highlights freedom as the

state of being able to move without the restrictions and obstacles which otherwise

keep people in place. The other connotation of kämacära (to follows one's

own pleasure) comes into play as well when the element of "wishing" is emphasized

and it is explained that one is free to choose where one is born again. This

not only includes the heavenly worlds one obtains upon death, since one may
also choose to be born again "here", that is, in the social world of human beings

(preferably in a well-off social class).8 On the practical side, when it comes to the

realization of any such wish, the state of kämacära appears to be intrinsically
connected to a mental process, namely, the direction of one's thoughts and intentions

(abhi+dhyai) towards the object of desire. This obviously serves to make

one's wish come true. In contrast to texts that mirror the influence of ascetic ideas

(for instance, in Yoga texts) no further requirements for obtaining this state of
being able to freely realise one's intentions are mentioned, except for the knowledge

of the "worlds" and their limit (anta). This alone suffices in order to allow
free activities with respect to what is within this limit.

Two passages in the Gopatha-Brähmana (GoBr) place this idea of "moving
freely" or "Wandeln nach Wunsch" in the context of alternative, less desirable

notions of an afterlife on offer, namely, "re-death" (punarmrtyu) and return to the

world (punaräjäti).9 In GoBr 1.1.15 it is said to be the reward for carrying out atonement

rituals (präyascitti); in 1.3.22 it is connected to rituals which "gratify desires"

(kämapra) and demand the knowledge of Vedic chant (säman). In both passages,

it is stated that "he who knows thus shines forth, being one who is moving freely

7 On evam veda as a characteristic feature of propagating the "intrinsic power of knowledge" in
the Upani§ads, see Edgerton 1929: 97-99; 103ff. While he is analysing an important aspect of
these texts, his conclusions about their "magical" character are not further explained by means

of a definition of "magic" as an analytical category.
8 In his discussion of this passage Schmithausen (1995:52-53) views the idea of choosing "elite"
families as the realm of rebirth as a further development of the older "tribal" idea of ideally being
reborn in one's own family and thus as being indicative of a stronger demarcation of social

differences.

9 These passage are mentioned by Horsch (1971:143—144) who views the state of "nach Belieben

Wandeln" as representing one of the older concepts preceding the transmigration doctrine.
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(following his pleasure) in all worlds".10 In all these passages, the attainment of
such a state of freedom is solely based on ritual knowledge. Furthermore, it is

important to notice that the state of "following one's own wish" in the afterlife
is not connected to any particular condition or wish at the moment of death.
This idea becomes increasingly important in other (probably later) texts, and
continues to be so in religious traditions which postulate that the thoughts and
wishes one has in the hour of death directly influence one's experiences in the
afterlife.11

2 Kämacära in the Chändogya-Upanisad:
"Self-Rule"

While the treatment of kämacära in the Chändogya-Upanisad (ChU) is connected

conceptually and historically to the JUB, it also reveals the impact of the new
notions of the "self" (ätman) and of brahman as a state of immortality. Furthermore,

this state is no longer exclusively connected to death and the afterlife. The

idea of kämacära plays a prominent role in the seventh chapter of ChU which
contains the instruction which Närada, the brahmanical sage par excellence,

receives when he approaches Sanatkumära in order to learn about the "self".
Närada explains that he is only "a knower of mantras" (mantravid), but not of the
"self" (na ätmavid) and he therefore lacks the means for overcoming suffering
(sota; ChU 7.1.3). The nature of this suffering is not explained further, but the
instruction allows us to draw some conclusions about it. In his response,
Sanatkumära presents a list of sixteen entities or realms which should be honoured or
venerated (upa+as) as brahman, starting with näma, name, and ending with
bhüman, abundance or plenitude. The list comprises different registers of what
can be viewed as constituents of beings as well as of the world these beings live
in. The way in which this list is presented suggests that the elements are arranged

hierarchically with each element surpassing the next, i.e. "name" is surpassed
by "speech" (väc) as the element that gives names; higher than speech is manas,
the mind being the element through which speech is formed etc. At the end

of the instruction further aspects of the relationship between the elements are

10 kämacäro 'sya sarve$u loke?u bhäti ya evam veda\ GoBr 1.1.15 1.3.22. In the Satapatha-
Brähmana the obtainment of kämacära is mentioned as a motive for certain ritual actions (see
SBr 2.2.3.22,2.3.4.1, 6.7.3.55).

11 This point is emphasized by Schmithausen (1995: 55); for the importance of the "hour of
death", see Edgerton 1927.
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mentioned, which qualify this hierarchy as an assemblage of the elements (see

below).12

Important for the present discussion is that all elements are characterized as

realms or dominions at the disposal of the one who honours them as brahman

and eventually understands that they all constitute himself or "the self". This

knowledge results in turning the elements into realms at the disposal of the one

"who knows thus" and has obtained kämacära. The first realm explained by San-

atkumära is "name" (näma), which comprises the world of words and objects as

given in the different branches of learning which Närada, as a mantravid (knower

of mantras), has already at his disposal, but still needs to understand and honour

properly: "He who honours name as brahman to him accrues free movement

(kämacära) in there - as far as name extends - for him who honours name as

brahman" (ChU 7.1.5). As Närada already enjoys command over the realm of

name, which is obviously not enough for him (as he came for instruction in order

to overcome suffering), it comes as no surprise that he asks if there is something
"more" (bhüya). Sanatkumära states that "speech" is "more" since it is what

names things. Again it is explained that honouring speech as brahman results in

obtaining kämacära, to do what one wants - as far as this realm extends. In the

same way, each realm is explained as something to be "honoured" as brahman

and this results in having it at one's disposal. The instruction concludes with
bhüman, abundance or plenitude, which is defined as sukha, happiness. It is

explained that sukha is the only reason for acting: "When one obtains pleasure,
then one acts".13 This is why happiness is the only thing one needs to understand

{sukham tv eva vijijnäsitavyam; 7.22.1). Närada replies that this is indeed what he

wants to understand. This reply can be read as a reference to Närada's motive for

seeking instruction, namely, the removal of suffering (7.1.3), which seems to consist

primarily in the lack of happiness and pleasure entailed in one's actions. Suf-

12 In his discussion of the list, Deussen (1921:171-172) emphasizes the hierarchy implied in the

addition of ever "higher" spheres to be venerated as brahman, but also mentions his "Befremden"

(disconcertment) with respect to some of the elements listed. In contrast to this, Kunst

(1978: 69) points out that the hierarchy does not resemble the model of a "hierarchical evolution"
in which one phenomenon proceeds from another. Instead, "each element stands in its own right
as a weaker or stronger link in the chain of categories. The internal cause-and-effect relationship
between the preceding and succeeding element is rather underplayed." While Kunst is certainly

right that we are not dealing with a causal hierarchy, the idea of "weaker and stronger" links
awaits substantiation as does his claim that causality depends on the mumuk$u (seeker of liberation),

a term that does not occur in ChU 7. As a consequence, he interprets the state of kämacära

as an experience of limitation based on the determinism implied in the cosmology presented in
ChU 7 (Kunst 1978: 70). This seems doubtful.
13 yadä vai sukham labhate 'tha karoti, 7.22.1
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fering is implicitly defined as being caused by restrictions, lack of freedom and

being dependent on others, as can be seen in the depiction of the happiness that

accrues from understanding bhüman.1''

Sanatkumära explains that bhüman, abundance, completeness, is a state of
"greatness" and "might" (mahiman), not of smallness or shortage (alpa), in which
one does not recognize any other but oneself. Since this greatness belongs to oneself

(svamahima), it is not dependent on "others" as is the case in ordinary life.

Usually, "greatness" is measured by what "others" one possesses, that is, cattle,
slaves etc. (anyo hy anyasmin; 7.24.2). In contrast to this, bhüman accrues when
"I" (ahamkära) recognizes that the self is in command of all elements, that it is

"all" (sarvam).15 Being all, the self rules "all" since ruler and ruled are the same
in the self-referential occupation of the self with itself. This recognition and the

self-referentiality entailed in it are described as follows: "A man who sees it this

way, thinks about it this way, recognizes it this way, being a man who is passionate

about the self, who is sporting with the self, who mates with the self, who
attains bliss with the self - he is his own ruler (svaräj; i.e. independent), in all
worlds he follows his own pleasure (kämacära; moves freely). Then, those who
know otherwise, they have others as rulers, their worlds are perishable, they lack
the freedom to follow their own pleasure (akämacära) in all worlds."16

The freedom described here is based on understanding the relationship
between the sixteen elements as being not only a hierarchy, but also as an assemblage

of elements which are all equally held together and "ruled" by the self to

which they belong. The self is primarily defined as the entity that has all these

elements at its disposal and is therefore endowed with kämacära. The self is "all"
because it owns the elements which constitute its plenitude and happiness
(sukha). Therefore, knowledge of the self is the perfect antidote against the suffering

entailed in being ruled by others and being restricted by the limitations
implied in pleasures that are based on relationships of possession.17 As a conse-

14 There is no mentioning of suffering which emerges from the fundamental defects of
existence, such as death etc., which are only mentioned in a verse at the very end of ChU 7.

15 In other Upanisads this interpretation of the self is identified by adding the attribute mahän,

great or large; for an analysis of the notion of the "large ätman" and its subordination to "higher"
entities in later texts, see van Buitenen 1968.

16 sa vä e?a evam pasyann evam manväna evarp vijnänann ätmaratir ätmakrida ätmamithuna
ätmänandah sa svaräfl bhavati jt asya sarve?u loke?u kämacäro bhavati / atha ye 'nyathäto vidur

anyaräjänas te k^ayyalokä bhavanti / te?äm sarve$u loke$v akämacäro bhavati // ChU 7.25.2 /.
17 The final verse of ChU 7 ends on a slightly different note with its emphasis on the suffering
which arises from death and illness, which is also removed through the knowledge that the self
"obtains all" (sarvam äpnoti; 7.26.2) and is therefore connected to varies forms and levels of
existence.
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quence, the self is not defined as being separate from all corporeal existence

while abiding in its own form (svarüpa) or as vanishing in an absolute state of

being, but as possessing freedom of movement and as pursuing its desires

(kämacära) since it is its own ruler (svaräj). This freedom is illustrated by drawing

on ordinary relationships of power and command, in particular, of the position of
the king. On the one hand, it is acknowledged that the king, or rather the "self-

ruler" is in the social world regarded as the epitome of power and "wholeness".18

Furthermore, he is the one who may move in his kingdom freely.19 On the other

hand, it is very clearly stated that the freedom that accrues from the knowledge of
the self differs from the relations between the ruler and the ruled that usually
define the social world. Dependency is the key-term here for referring to the state

of bondage that applies even to the king who is, when compared to his subjects,

a relatively free man. Dependence not only means being subject to the rule of
"another" (anya), i.e. a king, but more generally any form of existence defined by
and based on "another" (anya), that is, all those things which ordinarily define

power and freedom (cattle, peoples, territory etc.). In contrast to this, "self-rule"

means freedom as being totally independent from anything other than oneself.

This idea is depicted by using the ordinary ways of obtaining power (through
possession) and representing the freedom that accrues from it (kingship) as the

foil against which true freedom in the sense of "self-rulership" and "following
one's own pleasure" is propagated.

The intention to distinguish kämacära and svaräj from ordinary relations of

power and dependency is also discernible in ChU 8. In this chapter the idea of
"free movement" becomes (again, like in JUB) connected to a state after death,
while it was in ChU 7 primarily a state of "happiness" (sukha) and "plenitude"
(bhüman) based on recognizing and possessing the self. Furthermore, brah-

macärya (celibate life) is now postulated as being the precondition for obtaining
kämacära. While Sanatkumära explained in ChU 7 that each of the elements

listed by him should be "honoured" as brahman, there was no mentioning of
brahmacära or brahmacärya as a specific precondition for obtaining knowledge

of the self and, along with it, the state of kämacära. ChU 8 begins with the

18 The connection between kingship and "being the whole" has been analyzed by Proferes

(2007:144-152), who argues that in the Upanisads (for instance ChU 7) the earlier Vedic speculations

about the relations between the king and his dominion were taken as a paradigm for new
"esoteric spiritual ideas" (Proferes 2007:148-149). On the use of svaräj in political contexts of

modern India and its religious background, see Brown 1985.

19 The dominion-like character of the elements constituting the self and the connection of
kämacära to ideas of kingship is pointed out by Sarikara in his commentary on the passage:

yathäkämacärah kämacaranam räjna iva svavi$aye bhavati (like the freedom of movement a king
has in his own territory) (§ankarabhä$ya ad ChU 7.1.5).
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well-known explanation of the self as the entity which resides in the "lotus"
inside the body ("the city of brahman") containing all worlds (ChU 8.1.1-6). The

self is not affected by the fundamental features of corporeal existence (death
etc.), but rather is an entity "whose wishes come true" (satyakäma). This latter
characteristic is repeatedly ascribed to the self in ChU 8 and it matches the state
of kämacära well. In ChU 8.1.5-6 it is pointed out that the self is not understood
when construed along the lines of ordinary activities, which are as perishable as

the body and are carried out only following the instructions or orders of others:
"As subjects of a king here in this world settle down as instructed, and whatever

frontier they covet - whatever region, whatever piece of land - they make a living
on it; and as here in the world the possession of territory won by action comes to

an end, so in the hereafter a world won by merit comes to an end. So, those here

in this world who depart without having discovered the self and these real desires
do not obtain complete freedom of movement (akämacära) in any of the worlds,
whereas those here in this world who depart after discovering the self and these

real desires obtain complete freedom ofmovement in all the worlds (kämacära)."20

This passage again stresses the undesirability of living a life in which one has

to follow commands or instructions (anusäsana) and is restricted to a specific
field of activity. Being subject to rules and rulers is the ordinary state of dependent

existence. Knowledge of self terminates this not by simply getting rid of it,
but by obtaining a state of independence that allows one to do as one pleases. It
is a state also devoid of "labour" (involved in living off the land) or, more generally,

"productive activity" (karman), and it is therefore not subject to decay. It is a

state of acting "for free", that is, without consuming resources or producing
fruits, yet of being able to roam the worlds while one's "wishes come true".

This is put into more concrete terms in the description of the connection
between desire and intention (samkalpa) in ChU 8.2. When one wishes to roam in
the world of the fathers or that of the mothers, one should direct one's thoughts
at them, that is, form a wishful intention (samkalpa), and they will appear:
"Whatever may be the object of his desire, anything that he may desire - by his
intention alone it rises up. And, securing it, he rejoices."21 Those who do not

20 yathä hy eveha prajä anvävisanti yathänusäsanam j yam yam antam abhikämä bhavanti yam
janapadam yam k$etrabhägam tarn tarn evopajivanti // 8.1.5 / tad yatheha karmajito lokah kfiyata
evam evämutra punyajito lokah k$iyate / tad ya ihätmänam ananuvidya vrajanty etäms ca satyän
kämärps te$äm sarve?u loke?v akämacäro bhavati / atha ya ihätmänam anuvidya vrajanty etams

ca satyän kämäms te$äm sarve?u loke$u kämacäro bhavati // 8.1.6 / tr. Olivelle 1996: 275. Deussen

emphasizes the aspect of "freedom" even more strongly when rendering (a)kämacära with
"Leben in Unfreiheit" and "Leben in Freiheit" respectively (Deussen 1921:190).

21 yam yam antam abhikämo bhavati / yam kämarp kämayate / so 'sya samkalpäd eva samut-

ti?(hati I tena sampanno mahiyate || ChU 8.2.10.
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know the self will not be able to do so. The explanatory impact of this passage is

based on the role of samkalpa, the "declaration of intent" which is one important
element in the performance of Vedic ritual. By uttering the samkalpa, the patron
of the sacrifice announces to whom he offers the sacrifice and for what purpose;
thereby the fruits of the sacrifice are appropriated by him. In the ChU, samkalpa
still provides the link between the self, the wish and its fulfilment, but it is a

direct link, devoid of any priestly assistance or material investment. It is
presented as a mental act that implies its own realization, and it seems to have the

function of connecting the self with the powers or realms at its disposal. Its force

seems to lie in the fact that it manifests the knowledge that the self is "all". A

similar process is described in JUB 3.28.2-4 (see above) and ChU 8.2.10. In the

former passage "directing one's thoughts at" (abhi+dhyai) the desired realm
suffices for obtaining it. The mental power which puts the material world at one's

command is an important topic in Yoga traditions as well. Knowledge and the

mental acts that result from it overrule the spatial and temporal restrictions
implied in corporeality and material dependency. Therefore, freedom of movement
and action has to be construed also as being "for free", being exempt from the

cycles of production and consumption. Yet, in ChU 8.4 a precondition for obtaining

this freedom is mentioned that has not been mentioned in the other texts,

namely, brahmacarya, "engaging in brahman", that is, living the celibate life of a

student.22 It is explained that the self is like a dam which both connects as well as

separates this world and the next. In order to cross over this dam, reach the world
of brahman and obtain freedom to do as one pleases (kämacära; 8.4.3), one must

practise brahmacarya. The concrete practices are further described in ChU 8.5,

comprising certain ritual and ascetic practices such as observing silence (mauna).

In contrast to interpretations of the self as inactive, immovable and

unchangeable and of the path that leads to its recognition as entailing the reduction
of action and pleasure, the knowledge of the self as described in these passages
results in an enhancement ofpleasure and mobility byway ofobtaining kämacära.

This refers, primarily, to the freedom to exist in all worlds in any form one chooses.

It is the freedom to do as one pleases while being restricted only by the limits of
these worlds. In the JUB this state is connected only to a proper knowledge of
these worlds and their limits, in the GoBr it is connected to specific ritual
practices, and in the ChU it becomes a characteristic feature of knowing the "self".
The latter entails a re-interpretation of the basis of this freedom. In ChU 7 the

realms in which kämacära is obtained are not the worlds of the Vedic gods

22 Olivelle renders brahmacarya as the life stage of a "celibate student", Deussen (1921: 188)

explains "Leben als Brahmanschüler in Studium und Entsagung".
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reached by the deceased sacrifices but the constitutive elements of corporeal
existence. These elements are explained as emerging from the self which one (i.e.

the "I"-consciousness) knows to be "all" (sarvam). Once the independency of
the self is recognized, all ordinary ideas of abundance and power are considered

as belonging to the state of being subject to another (anya). As a consequence,
knowledge of the self does not mean "release" from the world of corporeal
existence, but to be its ruler since all the elements that constitute the world belong to
the self. In the ChU, kämacära is not based on having free access to the different
worlds in the afterlife, but on knowing that the elements of corporeal existence

are realms of the self who is both, the ruler and the ruled, the producer and the

product. It is an idea of the self as being characterised by power and independence,

which is here propagated irrespective of any idea of a higher, incorporeal
realm of existence, and as if unconcerned about any karmic repercussions such

"self-indulgence" may have.

3 Kämacära in the Mahäbhärata: Uttara-Kuru and

the freedom of women

The idea of the individual self as a powerful, autonomous entity has not
prevailed in subsequent Sanskrit literature. Instead, other interpretations of the self
seem to have become dominant, such as its being an entity devoid of agency
iakriya), and its existing immovably in a realm beyond "all worlds" in Sämkhya
or Yoga doctrines, or as a state of merging into the absolute in Advaita Vedänta.23

Yet, the idea that the pathways that result in the knowledge of the self imply the

experience of a state of unprecedented empowerment and independence has

never been completely discarded even in those traditions which insist on the
self's transcendence and immovability. Almost all ascetic traditions, for example
Yoga and Buddhism as well as philosophical traditions such as Sämkhya, which
teach the "self" as being an entity beyond the worlds of desire, include the attainment

of a state of command and freedom (usually called aisvarya, vibhüti or
siddhi) in their descriptions of the pathway to the "highest goal". However, it is

usually a state that one needs to pass through when one wants to move on to still

23 In the monotheistic theologies of the bha/cfi-traditions starting with BhG this state of absolute

freedom and power is reserved for the one and only highest god or goddess. Yet, states of
god-like empowerment may be ascribed to accomplished devotees in some traditions, such as
the Päsupata tradition (see Hara 1999). In the large spectrum of tantric doctrines and practices
empowerment plays a particularly important role as well.
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higher levels of existence. Therefore, the attainment of such a state is almost

always accompanied with a warning not to stay in it, not to indulge in kämacära.

As in ChU 8, it is a state that is obtained when ordinary ideas of pleasure, freedom

and plenitude have been transformed or relinquished, yet it is no longer the final

stage of the knowledge of the self. Other ideas of the self prevail in later
traditions, and higher states of existence are envisioned which surpass the worlds of
the Vedic gods, of brahmaloka or of the self indulging itself within itself.
Nevertheless, affirmations of the alternative and probably older idea are still to be

found in later texts, in particular in the Mahäbhärata epic (MBh). There are strong
resemblances between Vedic descriptions of kämacära and depictions of the

powers of Yogins (bala, vibhüti) in some epic texts.24 Elsewhere, the self is in

some contexts (still) depicted as having, in certain situations, free access to the

objects of the corporal world.25 However, while the idea of doing as one pleases

and of freely roaming the worlds is very much present in these texts, the expression

kämacära is not. Instead, it occurs in other contexts, particularly when it is

used in order to characterise a specific region of a cosmos, whose limits by now
have been extended beyond the sun, the moon and brahman. This points to the

changing ideological framework in which realms and qualities other than the

worlds of the Vedic gods or "following one's own pleasure" were considered more
valuable in many of the doctrines included in the epic. Still, the idea of kämacära

has not been completely discarded, as can be seen in the two texts from the MBh

which shall be discussed in the following.26

24 For an analysis of such texts, see Malinar 2012.

25 For instance, Bhagavadgitä 15.13-15 on the "embodied self" as "ruler" (see Malinar 2007a:

203-204). Such depictions are connected with the idea of the "large self" (mahän ätman) in some

Upani?adic texts (see van Buitenen 1964), the principle of mahat in Sämkhya philosophy and a

state called "sarvabhütätmanfor the latter see below.

26 The compounds kämacära (five times) and kämacärin (twenty times) occur in the MBh

twenty-five times. In addition we find kämacara five times and once, at 9.45.22, kämacari is used

as a proper name. When ascribed to human beings these compounds characterize in particular
women, emphasizing either their freedom (1.113.4,13.105.26) or their lustfulness (8.27.85,8.30.55).

The latter, negative connotation of kämacära is also ascribed to Duryodhana (7.77.13) and generally

to those "indulging in sensual pleasures" (14.26.15; similar is 12.93.10,15.14.16; this applies
also to god Indra at 13.4.19). Kämacära is also depicted as a state or capability that accrues

to those obtaining higher cosmic regions (13.72.6, 13.85.64, 13.105.26, 13.111.69, 13.111.92, 94).

Furthermore, it is an attribute of Garuda (1.27.3) and the right of free movement claimed by the

Gandharvas (1.158.3). It is used for describing the mobility of divine or demonic chariots and

other possessions (2.8.3, 3.17.1, 5.98.15,12.191.4), and is a characteristic feature of the horse set

free in the Asvamedha sacrifice (14.71.12,14.77.43,14.84.2,14.86.1). At 12.170.13 kämacara is used

to praise the freedom of the man who lives in poverty, while at 4.6.8 it can be understood in the

sense of "following the wish of another". In the latter passage Yudhis(hira introduces himself at
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3.1 The Dialogue between Gautama und Indra

The first text is included in the thirteenth book of the epic, the Anusäsanaparvan,
one of the so-called "didactic" books. In a series of discourses on ritual duties and
the results of one's deeds, King Yudhisthira turns to his dying grandfather Bhisma

with the following query. He has heard that there is only one (after-) world (eka

loka; 13.105.1) for those doing good deeds (sukrtiri) and now wonders whether
there is diversity (nänätva) in the after-life, that is, if there are different worlds for
those who passed away. In his reply, Bhisma first of all corrects the basic assumption

and points out that there is not "one world" for the virtuous, but that they go
to various worlds, good and bad, which people obtain according to their deeds

(karman). In order to illustrate this, Bhisma relates a dialogue that once took
place between the Brahmin Gautama and the god Indra, who appeared to the
Brahmin in the guise of King Dhrtarästra. Once, Gautama had adopted and

lovingly raised a baby-elephant who had lost its mother. One day, when the

grown-up, extremely strong elephant roamed the forest, King Dhrtarästra
captured him. Gautama protested bitterly against what he felt to be a shameful
betrayal among friends. In compensation the king offered the Brahmin 1000 cows,
100 female slaves and five gold necklaces, and he argued that Brahmins have no
use for elephants which belong to the royal class. Therefore, taking the elephant
does not imply any adharma, or breach of norms yielding negative consequences
(13.105.13). Gautama retorts that he will seek retaliation in the world of Vaivastava

(Yama), where good and bad deeds are compensated. There, he will take the

elephant away from the king. Dhrtarästra points out that he will not be found in
Varna's abode, but in a higher or other {para) world. With this reply there begins

the court of King Virata as a Brahmin who seeks protection and patronage from the king and

promises to obey the former's wishes. Elsewhere in the epic the compound chandacärin is used
for such situations. For instance, at MBh 1.148.11 chandacärin is contrasted with kämaga when
the idea is questioned that Brahmins should be dependent on anyone and comply with another's
wishes (chandacärin) "since they are free to go as they chose, like birds, they are motivated to

settle down by the qualities [of place]" (gunair ete hi väsyante kämagähpak$inoyathä). Complete
freedom is described using the expression svachandacärin in a remarkable passage on the perfect

age in MBh 3.181.12-15, when men had just been created and did just what they wished to do:

"They all foregathered in heaven with Gods as it pleased them (svacchandena), then went back
to earth again as the fancy took them (svacchandacärinah). Those men died when they wanted
(svacchandamaranäha), and lived when they wished (svacchandajivinah), they were unop-
Pressed (alpabädhäh), free from pain, fulfilled, and unobstructed." (tr. van Buitenen) Then "in
the course of time" men became restricted to moving on earth only (prthivitalacärinah). Interestingly

kämacära does not occur at all in the Rämäyana, wherein one finds kämaga (nineteen
times), mostly as an attribute of divine or miraculous carriages which "move freely" or "at will";
in the MBh this compound is used for similar purposes twenty-eight times.
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a description of the different worlds in which Gautama will search for the king. It

seems that the description of worlds mirrors a hierarchical taxonomy characterized

by the obtainment of ever "higher" worlds which is indicated by the gods

presiding over these worlds and the increase of ascetic and meditative practices.
Thus, the description starts with the region of the MandäkinI river (heavenly

Gangä), belonging to god Kubera (13.105.18), and ends with the world of brahman

to be reached by those engaged in Yoga meditation (13.105.52). Each time the king
replies that he will not be found in any of these regions. Eventually, Gautama

understands that he is not speaking to King Dhrtarästra, but to the god Indra,

who, as he correctly points out, can be found at the places where the best Vedic

sacrifices are performed. He declares that he will find Indra there and take the

elephant (13.105.54-55). Pleased that Gautama has recognized him, Indra offers

him the elephant as a reward for his cleverness, which Gautama accepts.

This dialogue offers not only a variation of the well-known topic of the rivalry
between a king and a Brahmin with respect to a prestigious and emblematic
animal,27 but also an interesting description of the different worlds and of those who
obtain them. The dialogue-partners play a complementary role in providing this
information. While Gautama depicts the individual worlds and their inhabitants,
the king explains who will obtain them. One of the regions is that of the Uttara-

Kurus which is described immediately after the region of the forest of the sage

Närada, which is reached by those fond of singing and dancing (13.105.23). One of

the characteristic features of Uttara-Kuru is the state of kämacära, as is pointed
out by Gautama: "There, where the beautiful Uttara-Kurus shine forth as they are

enjoying themselves together with the gods, 0 king, where sages reside who were

born from fire (sacrificial fire) or from the mountains - hence not born from a

womb -, where Sakra (Indra) rains down all pleasures, where women live doing
what pleases them (kämacära) and where there is no jealousy between men and

women - there I will have the elephant returned to me."28 In his reply Indra-
Dhrtarästra describes who will reach this place: "This world is for those who have

withdrawn their desires with respect to all beings, who live without eating meat

and who have discarded the means of punishment and do not harm either mov-

27 In the well-known story about the King Visvämitra who wants to obtain the miracle cow
of the Brahmin sage Vasistha, the king wants to appropriate a "brahmanical" animal. In the

present dialogue, a "royal" animal is taken by a king from a Brahmin. The conflict is resolved

by turning the elephant into a gift which the Brahmin receives as a reward from a king who is in

reality Indra. In this way both sides get their due.

28 yatrottaräh kuravo bhänti ramyä devaih särdharp modamänä narendra / yaträgniyaunäs ca

vasanti viprä hy ayonayah parvatayonayas ca // 13.105.25 / yatra sakro var$ati sarvakämän yatra
striyah kämacäräs caranti / yatra cer?yä nästi närinaränäm tatra tväham hastinam yätayi?ye

//13.105.26/.
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able or immovable beings since they are among the beings who have become the
self of all beings (sarvabhütätmabhüta). They have no hopes, no egotism since

they have given up all passions, and they are indifferent towards praise or blame,
be there success or failure. This world only belongs to those with such precepts, o

Great Sage - Dhrtarästra will go somewhere else, not to this world."29
This depiction of Uttara-Kuru as a land of pleasure inhabited by humans and

gods alike is here connected to its being also a kind of "gender Utopia" where the
usual parameters of (marital) ownership and their consequences (jealousy for
instance) complicating the relationships between the sexes do not apply. This is

presented as being intrinsically connected to the situation that the women of this
region are free to do what they want, they are ones to whom kämacära is ascribed.
When compared with the Upanisadic texts, the chances of obtaining the freedom
to follow one's own pleasure has now been reduced to just one cosmic region,
and within this region it applies solely to women. It is neither a characteristic
feature of the self nor a quality that accrues to a sacrificer reaching one of the

heavenly worlds. Yet, when one looks at the requirements for obtaining this

realm, echoes of the depiction of the self in the ChU can be detected. It is

explained that Uttara-Kuru is obtained by those who have relinquished the conventional

ways of pursuing desire and "have become the self of all beings" (sarva-

bhütätmabhütäh). The latter characterization is elsewhere in the epic connected
to achievements of Yoga practice which resemble the recognition of the self as

being "all" (sarvam) in ChU 7 (see above). "Being the self of all beings" is, for
instance, in Bhagavadgitä 5.7 described as a state of both cosmic empowerment as

well as detachment, which implies that one has the elements of the material
world at one's disposal and is able to act without karmic repercussion (see also

MBh 12.231.19-23).30 However, while the preconditions for obtaining kämacära

are still connected to high levels of accomplishment with respect of the knowledge

of the self, the attainment itself is no longer indicative of the ultimate level
of happiness and plenitude. It is now just a state among others, being connected
to one particular region and one group of its inhabitants only.31 The ascription of
kämacära to the women of Uttara-Kuru indicates that its interpretation differs

29 ye sarvabhüte$u nivrttakämä amämsädä nyastadandäs caranti / na himsanti sthävaram

iangamam ca bhütänärp ye sarvabhütätmabhütäh //13.105.27 / niräsi?o nirmamävltarägä läbhä-
läbhe tulyanindäprasamsäh / tathävidhänäm e?a loko mahar$e param gantä dhrtarä$(ro na tatra
//13.105.28/.

30 For a discussion of the compound sarvabhütätman in the Bhagavadgitä and elsewhere in the
epic, see Malinar 2007a: 111-116.

31 Elsewhere in MBh 13 kämacära is mentioned as a reward for correct ritual or lawful activities
to be obtained in heavenly regions; see 13.72.6,13.110.69,13.110.92.
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considerably from that in the earlier texts. First of all, the semantic spectrum of
käma has been reduced to "sexual desire" or "love", and thus the freedom
envisioned here in particular concerns gender-relations and their social institutions.
It can be assumed that the latter were already (or about to be) firmly established

in their typical patriarchal and patrilineal forms in the period of the composition
of the epic. These put a large number of restrictions on women in particular, by

denying them svatantratä, "self-dependent", autonomous forms of living in all

phases of their life.32 This precludes not only any idea of sexual liberties or taking
sexual partners outside the institution of marriage, but also subjects a woman to

being dependent (paratantra) on her male relatives, in particular her husband.

This dependency extends to the afterlife, when husband and wife reappear
together in one of the heavenly worlds they obtained as the reward for their merits,
and when "following the husband" into his heavenly world is depicted as a desirable

goal for married women. The epics provide examples for both.33 This implies
that for the wife the state of asvatantratä (dependence) continues as well; also for
the husband marriage as "community of dharma (lawful acts and the merits that

accrue from them)" (sahadharma) applies to the after-life.34 Against this
background, the description of Uttara-Kuru with its "women following their own
pleasure" can be read also as an alternative to the ideas of the continuation of "dependent

existence" of women in the afterlife. In this way the state of kämacära is

again connected to freedom in the sense of independence, and of not being subject

to another (svatantra, svaräj), a characteristic feature of kämacära in the

ChU, as we have seen. However, it is now a rather special case since it seems to

32 For a paradigmatic formulation of this notion, see Manusmrti 5.148 and 9.2.

33 In the MBh, for instance, Mädri (1.116) follows her husband via immolation on the pyre (see

also below). At 16.8.71 and 16.6.68, wives of Krsna do the same and supposedly reappear in some

heavenly world where they are still (dutiful) wives. For an instance of parent-child reunion, see

Rämäyana 2.57: After King Dasaratha had accidentally killed their son, the latter's parents
announce that they will follow their deceased son when he appears to them in a heavenly body.

This confirms the general idea of the desirability of following a departed or deceased beloved

person in the next life. However, as is pointed out by Sutherland (1994), this not intrinsically
gender-oriented idea has particularly restrictive, misogynist repercussions for women. With

respect to the epic, Sutherland notes: "the practice of following one's husband must be seen [...]

as the normative mode of behaviour sanctioned for women" (1994:1599). This practice, like the

counter-idea of women being kämacära, is deeply embedded in the larger framework of patriarchal

constructions of gender which aim at subjecting female sexuality and confining female

agency through the ties of kinship structure and norms of purity.
34 In MBh 13.19.1-9 Yudhijthira expresses his anxiety that the rule of "sahadharma" in marriage

would also apply in the after-world even though each partner acted quite differently, since

women are known to be "false" (anjta).
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hold an attraction for women only; it seems to be taken for granted that in the

heavenly world a certain amount of kämacära is allowed to men.

3.2 Dialogue between KuntT and Pändu

The specific understanding of kämacära and the implications of its being applied
to women are also addressed in a dialogue between Queen Kunti and her
husband Pändu in the first book of the MBh (1.111-113). Here, gender-relations become
an issue between two central protagonists of the epic, whose marriage does not

exactly follow the ideal-typical model propagated in the law-books. In this
dialogue between Kunti and Pändu, two important narrative threads laid out in the

previous chapters become intertwined. Firstly, events in Kunti's pre-marital life
now enter her marriage, in particular her being in possession of a mantra which
allows her to call upon any god she wants. Up to now she had used this mantra
only once for summoning the god Sürya (the sun-god), which resulted in the birth
ofher son Kama, whom she abandoned (MBh 1.104). Secondly, Pändu has become

effectively impotent and is in danger of remaining without offspring because he

was cursed by a sage - disguised as a deer - that he will die when having sexual
intercourse with his wives. This situation provides the narrative framework for
the dialogue since Pändu, in reaction to the curse, had decided to become an
ascetic and embarked with his wives to the forest.35 When he is invited by other
ascetics to join them for a meeting with the gods in some heavenly region Pändu
points out that he cannot come along. He lacks a male heir and is therefore not
allowed to enter the heavenly worlds. The sages ask him to think about a solution,
and Pändu finds it in the teachings of the laws which apply in times of distress
(äpaddharma). They show a considerable flexibility with respect to defining
kinship relationships, in particular, legitimate offspring.

With this information, Pändu approaches Kunti and talks to her about the
different sorts of offspring known to the teachers of law (dharma), which include
also offspring begot by one's wife from other men (1.111.22-32). Pändu turns to his
wife with the following request: "Therefore, lacking myself the power of progeny,
I shall now send you. Find yourself a child by my equal or better, glorious wife!"36
He illustrates his request with a story about the wife of a warrior-hero who was

35 For a discussion of the story of Pändu within the larger context of dealing with "oedipal
conflicts" in the epics and the parallels to the story of King Kalmäsapäda (MBh 1.173), see Goldman
i978: 358-359.
36 tasmät prahe$yämy adya tväm hinah prajananät svayam / sadrsäc chreyaso vä tvam viddhy
"Patyarp yasasvini // 1.111.32/ tr. van Buitenen (emphasis in the original).
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ordered by her husband to receive a son from a Brahmin ascetic (1.111.33-36).

However, KuntI did not welcome this idea and she tells her husband that he

should not talk to her like this (1.112.2). She explains that she will follow him to

the heavenly world and demands that he comes to her for offspring. This request,

if fulfilled, implies that Pändu will die (due to the curse) and Kunti will eventually
follow him. Kunti's position echoes the curse of the deer / sage which also

includes the woman with whom Pändu has intercourse (1.109.28-29). The curse

suggests that the woman will be as well in the grip of the death and she will follow
the king "out of devotion" (bhaktyä).37 It is against this background that Kunti

rejects the idea of "going to another man" since no man could compare to Pändu

and because she is ready to share her husband's fate. In order to substantiate her

position, Kunti relates a "lawful, ancient story" (dharmyä pauräni kathä; 1.112.6)

about the mighty King Vyusitäsva and his wife Bhadrä, who were very much in
love with each other (kämayäm äsatus tau parasparam-, 1.112.16). However, due to

his being completely intoxicated by lust for his wife the king soon died from

consumption. A shattered Bhadrä - holding her husband's corpse tightly (savam

samparisvajya; 1.112.29) - lamented bitterly and declared that she wants to give

up her life, which appears useless to her as she is bereft of her husband and left

without a son. Then she heard a hidden voice (i.e. the husband's) asking her to

get up and prepare herself to have intercourse. Kunti concludes the story by

pointing out that in this way the queen begot with the corpse (savena) seven sons.

Then, she turns to her husband with the following suggestion: "Likewise you too

can beget sons on me mentally (manasä) because you are endowed with the

power of asceticism and yoga."38 In this way, the post-mortem sexual relations
between Queen Bhadrä and her late husband are transposed into the register of

Yoga-powers, which allows for creating offspring "mentally" - an idea obviously
familiar to Kunti (as well as the epic's audience).

In his reply, Pändu addresses only indirectly the method suggested by his
wife. He does not comment on the issue of his ascetic-yogic powers as the solution

to their problem, but rather rejects any comparison between himself and

King Vyusitäsva by placing the latter in "former times" and regarding him as

being on par with the gods (1.113.2). The latter, of course, can do such thing as

37 Mädri will be the one to find herself in this situation after Pändu had forced her to have sexual

intercourse. She wins the argument with Kunti about who will be the one to mount Pändu's
funeral pyre (see MBh 1.116 and note 33).

38 tathä tvam api mayyeva manasä bharatar$abha/saktojanayitumputrämstapoyogabalänvayät
(MBh 1.112.34) The compound tapoyogabala can also be rendered "lasting yogic powers of your
austerities" (van Buitenen) or "power through the practice of asceticism". The latter weakens the

terminological meaning of the word yoga as a specific set of Yoga doctrines and practices.
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begetting offspring with artificial or non-corporeal devices (as Pändu will soon
also learn from his wife).39 Being faced with his wife's resistance to the method he
has proposed for procuring an heir, Pändu turns to the issue of the subordination
of women. He does so by telling Kunti of a "law of old" (dharma puräna) that was
taught by the sages who knew dharma and which ordained that women are
independent (svatantra) and may follow their own desire (kämacära): "Formerly,
women were unrestrained it is said, my lady with the beautiful face, enjoying
themselves by following their own pleasure, being independent, 0 you with the

charming eyes. No negative consequences accrued to them who, since their
youth, were unfaithful towards their husbands as this was the law in ancient
time, my virtuous wife. Even today, those creatures born as animals conform to
this very law, the ancient one, as they are devoid of desire and hate,40 and this
law, taught in the olden days, is honoured by the great seers. It still applies among
the Uttara-Kurus, my dear with the delicate thighs, as this law, which is favourable

for women, is eternal."41 However, continues Pändu, a new moral rule
(maryädä) was soon established in the present world (1.113.8), a rule restricting
the freedom of women by subjecting them to the commands of their husbands.
This implies that kämacära can now be viewed as immoral, "lustful" or "hedonistic"

behaviour.42 He tells her the story of how this happened and concludes that

39 The king seems not to be prepared to relinquish or risk his life by having intercourse with his
wife to procure an heir - another, at least theoretical, option which is, perhaps, very indirectly
hinted at by Kunti, when she declares herself to be ready to follow him into the heavenly world
and asks him to come to her for offspring. The quality of Pändu's asceticism (and also the power
of the curse) can be seen in that he finally succumbs to sexual desire and dies after having forced
his younger wife Mädri to have intercourse with him (MBh 1.116). As no offspring results from this
final sexual encounter Pändu dies without a son of the "first class" category listed by Iaw-
teachers (i.e. begotten by himself with his own wife).
W This connection between animals and behaving freely is in this passage interpreted positively
as signifying the absence of negative emotions and the ideas of possession that go along with
'hem. In other instances, animals are depicted as being totally subject to lust and therefore as

belonging to a lower class of beings. This view is used in negative depictions of women
(and other lustful beings), who "shamelessly" follow their pleasures; see, for instance, MBh
S'27.85-86.
41 anävjtäh kila purä striya äsan varänane / kämacäravihärinyah svatanträs cärulocane //l.113.4
/ täsäm vyuccaramänänärp kaumärät subhage patin / nädharmo 'bhüd varärohe sa hi dharmah
Pwäbhavat //1.113.5/ tarji caiva dharmarji pauränam tiryagyonigatäh prajäh / adyäpy anuvi-
dhiyante kämadvefavivarjitäh / puränadrtfo dharmo 'yam püjyate ca mahar$ibhih //1.113.6/

uttare$u ca rambhoru kuru$v adyäpi vartate/strinäm anugrahakarah sa hi dharmah sanätanah III
1-113.7/.

42 See for instance MBh 7.77.13 when Krsna criticizes Duryodhana as a mean (kfudra) and lustful
(kämacära) man (see also 12.93.10 for a king), or 13.40.19 when Indra is depicted as "following his
desires with women of other men" (parastrikämacärirt). In 14.26.15, a kämacärin is defined as
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the "old stories" about ancient laws and lawful practices have no authority in the

present even though they are "eternal" (sanätana), that is, do not lose their
legitimacy in principle. Therefore, he has the right to demand from his wife that she

obey him without further questions.
The line of argument presented here seems quite remarkable as it works with

the idea of the historicity of dharma as a process in which "eternal laws" may lose

their authority, but are not completely lost. An "eternal" law ordained by the

sages has become invalid only in a certain sense, namely, that it has lost its ubiquity

but not its rightfulness as such. An "eternal" law is subject to history insofar

as it was once generally valid, but now only applies to certain regions and particular

groups of beings. Thus, while an eternal law that favours women and grants
them free movement and choice is still "somewhere" valid, it has no authority in
the here and now. Instead, a maryädä has been established, a rule demarcating
the boundaries of appropriate conduct, which prescribes that adultery43 is now
an offence on a par with "killing an embryo". By the same rule, a wife is now
bound {niyukta) to one husband and when she refuses his command to conceive

a child she is guilty of the same offence (1.113.17-19). This implies that when the

husband commands his wife to go to another man in order to produce offspring,
she does not commit adultery. Therefore, Pändu explains, a wife must always do

what her husband tells her, irrespective whether it conforms the law or not

(dharmyam adharmyam vä; 1.113.27). On his injunction (niyoga), KuntI should
conceive sons with a "twice-born of superior ascetic power" (1.113.30). In the context

of this dialogue, the interpretation of kämacära is now embedded in a

distinctly "legal" framework regulating gender, and more specifically marital
relations. The element connecting this interpretation with ideas of freedom and

"self" is the issue of svatantratä, independence from others, which in the epic is

embedded in a legal framework. Uttara-Kuru is again depicted as a region in
which laws of possession do not rule social relationships.44

"addicted to the pleasure of the senses" (indriyasukhe rata) and is contrasted with the one who

keeps his observances. The women of "barbaric" kingdoms are blamed for kämacära and other

undesirable behaviour by Kama at MBh 8.27.85-86 and 8.30.54-55.

43 For a probing analysis of a discourse on "straying" wives in the MBh, see Fitzgerald 2010,

39-47.

44 Uttara-Kuru is also described in other texts as the land of milk and honey. Bhattacarya (2000)

views Uttara-Kuru as being the Indian idea of "(E)utopia", of living in a "happy state" ofprimitiv-
ism, or rather "tribal communism" (Bhattacarya 2000:199), where there is neither private property

nor the institution of marriage. The emphasis on the freedom enjoyed by women in the epic
resembles the depiction of Uttara-Kuru in the Buddhist Canon. In the Äfänäfiya Suttanta it is

pointed out that Uttara-Kurus do not think egotistically (amama) and in terms of property
(iapariggaha); see DJgha-Nikäya 32,7; Vol. 3:199). While amama is interpreted in the commentary
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Seen from the angle of the dialogue-structure, it can be said that quite a

twisted argument has been voiced by Pändu in order to break his wife's resistance

against his demand that she should "go to other men". Kunti did not make
"faithlessness" the issue, but rather that it is for her inconceivable to have sons by any
other man, in particular, ifhe is of lower status than her husband. The story about
King Vyusitäsva and his wife Bhadrä points also to käma (love and passion) as a

further motif for Kunti's insistence on Pändu as the father of her sons. The task for
Pändu seems to lie in presenting the idea of having intercourse with some "other
man" as being neither adultery nor a licence for female independence, but as the
act of the ever faithful, devoted wife who does not question her husband. This

constellation may explain why Pändu interprets both the story of the post-mortem
intercourse between King Vyusitäsva and his wife as well as the idea of women's
kämacära, of their following their own desire, as belonging to a distant past. The

days of women acting and moving freely are gone, at least in the present world,
and continue only among the Uttara-Kurus. The reference to the Uttara-Kurus
thus serves to dispel any idea that "here and now" adultery is anything but an
offence. Therewith, the idea that women could do what they want, which includes

refusing to obey their husbands, is also rejected as is made very clear in the
explanation of the new moral rule (maryädä), which ties (niyukta) a woman to a
husband and subjects her to his commands, even if they are unlawful and produce no
merit. In this way, the absolute dependence on the husband is presented as a

counter-reaction against the former freedom granted to women by an "eternal"
law that "favours women". All this obviously needs to be brought home to Kunti,
who seems to entertain her own ideas about her status as the wife of Pändu and
about what is appropriate and not."5

However, the argument is not over; the dialogue does not end with Kunti
having been put in her place, but rather with an affirmation of the fact that she
has choices other than the "ascetic twice-born" suggested by her husband. It
turns out that she has her own form of kämacära, as she now reveals to her
husband, and this, in particular, dispels her concern that she has to go to another
man of lower status. She now tells her husband about a collection of mantras she
has obtained in her youth from the Brahmin Durväsas as a reward for her perfect

°f Buddhaghosa as referring to the possession of things like ornaments and food, apariggaha
refers to the non-possession of women, in particular, in marriage (Sumangala-Viläsim III: 965).
45 This dialogue between Kunti and Pändu has some remarkable structural parallels to the one
which unfolds in the next generation, and thus at a later point of the epic narrative, between
braupadi and Yudhisthira (MBh 3.28-33; see Malinar 2007b), and is thus another example of
how gender-relations are negotiated in the epic. This cannot be analyzed further in the context
°f this paper.
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guest-service: "The adorable called me and gave me as a boon a collection

of mantras (mantragräma) endowed with magical power (abhicärasamyukta) and

he instructed me as follows: 'Whichever god you will invoke with the mantra he,

if he wants or not, will come into your power!""16 The nature of the mantras at

Kunti's disposal is revealed in their being connected to abhicära (power of
enchantment), and thus to practices which aim at subjugating others.'17 Using
such mantras is also a method for pursuing one's desire and, as Durväsas stresses,

every god must comply, whether he wants it or not (akämo vä sakämo vä). Pändu

readily agrees to Kunti's suggestion to use this method, and he chooses God

Dharma as the first to be called up by Kunti through offerings and enchanting
mantras (upacäräbhicäräbhyäm; 1.113.42). God Dharma, wanting to or not, indeed

appears yogamürtidhara, "having the body of a Yogin" or "assuming a yogic

body" (van Buitenen). Whatever meaning of yoga is taken here, it can be safely
assumed that it is an "artificial" body created for this occasion which disappears
when it has fulfilled its purpose. This appearance of the god Dharma in a Yoga

body matches Kunti's earlier discourse on begetting children through yogic-
ascetic power.

All the events narrated here and the discourse between king and queen are

presented to the audience against the background of their knowing that it is not
the first time Kunti has used her mantras, as she had called up the sun-god before

her marriage; a fact she will never disclose to her husband. In leaving her
husband to choose the god to be called upon for producing offspring, Kunti makes

her collection of mantras, which allows her to freely summon any god, available

to the legitimate context of her marriage. The mantras save her from the fate of
having to put up with a man not matching her husband in status. The story of
Kunti's earlier employment of the mantras, which led to the birth of Kama (MBh

1.104), can be read as a comment on what happens if the power to subject others

to one's own wishes is not confined to an afterlife, or to a distinct cosmic region,

or a past epoch in the history of dharma, but when it is tested "out of curiosity".
The possession of mantras imbued with enchanting power allows subduing
others who are considered suitable for obtaining one's goals, but it is possibly

46 sa me 'bhicärasamyuktam äca$(a bhagavän varam / mantragrämam ca me prädäd abravic

caiva mäm idam 111.113.34 / yam yam devam tvam etena mantrenävähayi?yasi / akämo vä sakämo

vä sa te vasam upai$yati //1.113.35 /.
47 Abhicära also means "incantation" or "black magic" against enemies, which is not implied in

the passage under discussion (see also Mehendale 2008). However, it is also made clear that the

mantras allow wielding power over those invoked because they have abhicära, that is, incanta-

tory power. In this connection it is significant that abhicära is not at all mentioned in the account

of this story in MBh 3.287-292 which generally tends to downplay Kunti's agency.
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dangerous and eventually detrimental to pursuing true interests. The text under
discussion demonstrates in its own way the importance of understanding
kämacära as a state in which possession and subjecting others has come to an
end.

4 Final remarks

In analysing the occurrences of kämacära in Vedic texts and the MBh some
remarkable shifts in the meaning as well as the contexts, in which the compound
is used, can be observed. In Vedic literature kämacära is connected to a state of
happiness and freedom to be obtained by a sacrificer in the after-life. It is
connected to a notion of immortality characterized the fulfilment of all desires and
free choice of another birth. In the ChU, the state of kämacära becomes connected
to the notion of the "self" (ätman) as an autonomous entity that owns the
elements which constitute it. Knowing oneself as the "self" that is "all" {sarvam)
becomes the basis for kämacära. This means that one is neither subject to another
who restricts one's freedom, nor dependent on possessing or commanding others
for defining one's completeness and power. Kämacära is a feature of a notion of
"self" {ätman) that emphasizes autonomy and plenitude. This notion is different
from ideas of immortality prominent in ascetic teachings that are often associated

with immovability and changelessness as the characteristic features of "liberation"

(moksa, mukti) as a state beyond pleasure and desire.The successful dissemination

of ascetic teachings on the extinction of all desires and the new interpretations

of ritual action and individual agency (karman) did not result in completely
removing the Vedic idea of a state of "Wandeln nach Wunsch" ("following one's

Pleasure") from the spectrum of salvific ideas, but rather in its being reframed
and reinterpreted vis-ä-vis "higher" goals.48 This can be seen in the epic when
kämacära is in some instances still considered a state of freedom which is primarily

defined as not being subjected by others. Yet, kämacära is no longer exclusively

and positively viewed as a state signifying immortality and self-rule, but is

reduced to a quality to be obtained in certain cosmic regions. In particular, it
accrues to women when they dwell in the region of Uttara-Kuru; kämacära becomes
a feature of their being independent {svatantra) in following their desires and,
more specifically, in the choice of their sexual partners. Furthermore, it is con-

48 While the "fulfilment of all desires" is in the context of Vedic ritual an ideal state, ascetic
discourse calls for their relinquishment. Yet, in some of the ascetic traditions this goes along
with a promise of an exceptional happiness (sukha). This is particularly true of early Buddhism
and Yoga.
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nected to an idea of the life enjoyed by women before the rule was established

that a woman is subject to one husband and asvatantratä (dependency) becomes

the paradigm and law of her social existence. In the present time referred to by
the epic composers, women following their pleasure would be seen as committing

adultery. The changing view of kämacära is also discernible in its acquiring
a negative connotation when it is used in the epic for depicting "loose" and "lustful"

characters.

The semantic shifts can be connected to ideological as well as social changes

texts which literary texts such as the MBh echo, imagine and reflect upon at various

levels. On the one hand, the semantic shifts are indicative of the growing
influence of ascetic religions that propagate "liberation" (moksa) from corporal
existence and karman as the highest goal. On the other hand, the peculiar connection
of kämacära with women in the MBh demonstrates that the notion of freedom

associated with independence and a self-determined life is now delineated with
respect to constructions of gender and patrilineal kinship that seem to have been

in a process of solidification when the epic was composed. The older association
between "following one's desire" and a state of independence (svatantratä) is

still at play when kämacära is used to depict female autonomy which is now
available in the (after-life) region of Uttara-Kuru only. In a social structure in
which dependency rules the life of women - not only in this world, but also in the

after-world - female independence and freedom of agency can be propagated and

imagined as a reward to be obtained by women upon death due to the merits they
obtain through ascetic and meditative practices. The "Utopian" character of this
attainment highlights not only the hegemony of certain constructions of gender-
relations and patrilineal kinship (as documented, for instance, in the Dharmasäs-

tra literature), but also their being intertwined with ongoing debates and
imaginations about the social as well as soteriological place of individual desire (käma)

and freedom. From a soteriological point of view a favoured way of integrating
the quest for powerful autonomy and fulfilment of desires is to turn it into an

"attainment" (siddhi) on the pathway to the "highest goal". When negotiating
kämacära and svatantratä with respect to the social world it becomes connected,

on the one hand, to ritual and ascetic practices recommended for obtaining
certain after-worlds and, on the other hand, to constructions of gender. Neither

in Vedic literature nor in the epic is kämacära associated with the semantics

of mukti and moksa - the terms frequently used for the freedom that accrues

through "liberation" or "release" from the world(s) - but with the terms svatantratä

and svaräj, that is, independence and self-rule in this world as well as in the

after-life.
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